Abstract

Numismatic coins are one of the important elements to know history of economic, culture and society in ancient as well as present time. Extraction of information from numismatic coins in traditional manual method sometimes contains human error and in the same time it is time consuming. Engineering in this aspects deal with problems of traditional method. Engineering tasks namely pattern recognition, computer vision, and object authentication are high level computational tasks where machine deal with image data for processing. To do these high level tasks image segmentation is a basic process. Its purpose is to separate the targets from the background in an image in order to provide the basis for the subsequent sorting, recognition and indexing. Again segmentation methods depends on types of image data, we are dealing with. In this paper we discussed some existing methods of image segmentation and tried to find out suitable method for coin images. Maximum Entropy Thresholding(MET) based on normalised histogram method giving us more suitable segmented image.
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